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The concept of nondeterministic computation has been playing an important role in discrete 
complexity theory. In this paper the concept of nondeterminism is applied to a numerical 
problem-finding the maximum value of a polynomial time computable real function. The 
class of all these maximum values is characterized as the class of nondeterministic polynomial 
time (NJ’) computable real numbers. The completeness of real numbers is then investigated. 
The result that NP real numbers cannot be polynomial time many-one complete in NP (unless 
P = NP) shows a basic difference between the maximum value problem and many natural NP 
combinatorial problems. It is also shown that real numbers are not complete in r.e. sets or 
PSPACE (unless P = PSPACE) and this seems to be a general phenomenon. Finally, the 
relationship between NP real numbers and NP sets over a single-letter alphabet and the 
existence of hardest NP real numbers are also discussed. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Computational complexity of numerical problems may be studied from many 
directions. Recent development in discrete complexity theory using the concepts of 
nondeterminism and reducibilities provides a fruitful approach. Applying these new 
concepts and techniques to numerical computation allows us to examine old problems 
with new weapons. Firstly, it is possible to give a uniform measure of computational 
complexity of numerical problems so that we have a basis for comparison of 
problems of different nature. Relating discrete problems to continuous numerical 
problems is also possible. For example, the fact that the integral of a polynomial time 
computable function is polynomial space computable may raise the question whether 
there are some similarities between the numerical integration problem and, say, the 
regular expression equivalence problem [6, lo]. Secondly, it allows us to study the 
relationship between complexity properties and analytical properties of real functions 
in a more precise way and thus provides new insight into old problems. For example, 
polynomial time computable functions must have polynomially bounded moduli of 
uniform continuity, and the existence of polynomial time computable roots of a 
function can be detected by examining the local modulus of the inverse function [6]. 
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even unsolvable. However, the classical numerical analysis does not provide many 
tools to prove these results. Recursive function theory and discrete complexity theory 
seem to be better choices for proving these negative results (cf. [ 111). 
In this paper we consider the problem of finding the maximum value of a 
continuous, polynomial time computable real function on a closed interval. It is 
desirable to know whether such a maximum value must be polynomial time 
computable or not. (It is known that the functional MAX which uses a real functionf 
as an oracle and computes the maximum value of f is not polynomial time 
computable (61.) We are unable to completely solve this problem. Instead, we show 
that the maximum value problem is probably intractable by relating it to the concept 
of nondeterministic computation. Informally, a real number x is (left) NP comutable 
if its left cut (the set of all rational numbers which are less than x) is NP computable. 
Based on this concept, we are able to prove the following result: A real number x is 
in NP if and only if x is the maximum value of a polynomial time computable real 
function. Since the class of polynomial time computable real functions can be charac- 
terized by their analytical properties [6], we have successfully related the notion of 
NP real numbers to some common analytical properties. 
Thus the tractability question of the maximum value problem is reduced to that of 
NP real numbers. We study the structure of NP real numbers by comparing it with 
that of NP-complete sets and single-letter NP sets. It turns out that the structure of 
NP real numbers is different from that of most natural NP combinatorial problems. 
Actually, the intractibility of the class of NP real numbers does not follow from that 
of, say, the satisliability problem but follows from the existence of an intractable 
single-letter NP set. 
As an analogue of the class of NP real numbers at the recursive level, the class of 
recursively enumerable (r.e.) real numbers is also studied. It is characterized as the 
set of boundary points of the domains of partial recursive real functions. The 
structures of r.e. real numbers and polynomial space computable real numbers are, 
similar to NP real numbers, different from complete sets. The incompleteness of real 
numbers seems to be an interesting general phenomenon. 
The definitions and basic properties of polynomial time computable real numbers 
and real functions are discussed in [6, 71. We summarize them in Section 2. In 
Section 3, we present the characterization of left r.e. real numbers and left NP real 
numbers. The completeness of real numbers is studied in Section 4. We prove that no 
real number can be many-one complete in r.e. sets, NP, or PSPACE (unless P = NP 
or P = PSPACE, respectively). The proofs are based on the notion of the self- 
reducibility of NP and PSPACE complete sets (21. In Section 5, we demonstrate the 
intractability of NP real numbers by showing that there exists an NP real number 
which is not in P if there exists a single-letter set in NP - P. Also demonstrated is an 
incomplete NP set which is harder than all NP real numbers. Finally, open questions 
are discussed in Section 6. 
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2. DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we define (nondeterministic) polynomial time computable real 
numbers and real functions. Readers are referred to [6] for further discussion. 
Let D be the set of all dyadic numbers in [0, 11, i.e., 
D = {m/2”: m, n E N, m < 2”}, 
and let 
D, = {m/2”: m E N, m < 2”). 
We identify the set {0, l}* of finite strings over {O, l} with the set D in a natural way 
that a string d, d, . . . d, in { 0, 1 }* represents the number 
0. d,d, a*- d, (binary) = d, a 2-l + ... + d, . 2-” 
in D. Thus, 10110 represents the number 11/16 or, in the binary form, 0.10110. If 
d E (0, l}* we write IdI to denote the length of the dyadic number d. Note that a 
dyadic number may have infinitely many representations each with different length. 
D, is the set of all dyadic numbers whose lengths are less than or equal to n. 
We now define the computational complexity of real numbers based upon the 
dyadic number system. 
Intuitively, a real number x is considered as a sequence of dyadic numbers which 
converges to x, or, the set of all dyadic numbers which are less than x. Formally, we 
define it as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x be a real number, O<x< 1. 
(a) We say that a function 4: N+ D binary converges to x and write A(x, 4) if, 
for all n E fV, 
Q(n) E D, & [4(n) --xl < 2-“. 
(b) We say that a set B c D is a left cut of x and write B E LC(x) if there is a 
function $ binary converging to x and 
B = {d E D: d < 4(ldl)}. 
If A(x, 4) and O(n) <x < $(n) + 2-” for all n E N then we say that 4 is the 
standard computing function for x and the corresponding left cut is the standard left 
cut of x. We use L, to denote the standard left cut of x. Note that the standard left 
cut of x is just the set {d E D: d Q x). In general, if d < x then d E B for all 
B E LC(x) and if d E B for some B E LC(x) then d - 2 -Id’ Q x. 
DEFINITION 2. Let x be a real number, 0 < x < 1. We say that x is recursive (left 
r.e., polynomial time computable, polynomial space computable, left nondeterministic 
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polynomial time computable) if there is a set B E LC(x) such that B is recursive (r.e., 
polynomial time computable, polynomial space computable, NP computable), 
We use PR, PSPACER and NPR to denote the classes of polynomial time 
computable, polynomial space computable and nondeterministic polynomial time 
computable real numbers, respectively. 
It is worth mentioning that the complexity of a real number is not determined by 
that of its unique standard left cut. Instead, it is determined by the complexity of the 
best left cut. The reason of choosing this definition and the relationship between 
different definitions of computable real numbers are discussed in [4, 6, 7, 141. The 
following two lemmas show that the standard left cut and the best left cut definitions 
are equivalent at the recursive level but not equivalent at the polynomial complexity 
level. 
LEMMA 1 [ 12, 71. A real number x is recursive (left r.e.) if and only if the 
standard left cut L, of x is recursive (r.e.). 
LEMMA 2l [14, 71. There exist real numbers x and y such that 
(i) x E PR but L, 6 NP, 
(ii) y E PSPACER but L, kZ PSPACE. 
Real functions are considered to be functionals defined on all total functions which 
are binary convergent to some real numbers. In order to discuss the computational 
complexity of real functions, we use oracle Turing machines (OTMs) as a 
computational model for real functions. A real functionfis computed by an OTM M 
if, when an oracle 4, A(x, $), is given, M computes a function w which binary 
converges toy(x). We write Mm(n) to denote the output of M on input n and oracle 4. 
DEFINITION 3. (a) A real function f: S + R, S c [0, 11, is partial recursive if 
there is an OTM such that 
(i) if x E S and A(x, 4) then A(f(x), M@) and 
(ii) if x & S and A(x, 4) then M@(n) diverges for all n E N. 
(b) A real function f: S + R is (total) recursive if it is partial recursive and S = 
Domain f = [0, 11. 
DEFINITION 4. A recursive function f is polynomial time computable if there is an 
OTM M computing f and a polynomial p such that Mm(n) converges in <p(n) steps 
for every oracle Q which binary converges to some real number x E [0, 11. 
’ This result can be strengthed as follows: These exists a polynomial time computable real number 
with an arbitrarily complex standard left cut. 
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Polynomial time computable real functions have been studied in [6]. A polynomial 
time computable real function must be continuous. Indeed, it must have a 
polynomially bounded modulus. 
LEMMA 3 [6]. Iff: [0, l] + [0, l] is a polynomial time computable real function, 
then there exists a polynomial p such that for all x, y E [0, 1 ] and n E N 
Ix - yJ Q 2--P(“) *If@> -f(Y>I Q 2-“* 
Polynomial time computable real functions can also be characterized by their 
analytical properties. Call a piecewise linear function on [0, I] a simple piecewise 
linear function if all of its break points are in D. We say that a sequence {f,) of 
simple piecewise linear functions uniformly converges to fin a polynomial speed if 
there exist a polynomial p and a polynomial time bounded oracle Turing machine M 
such that /M”(n) - f,(x)1 < 2-” and Ifpcn,(x) - f(x)1 < 2-“. 
LEMMA 4 [6]. A real function f on [0, l] is polynomial time computable if and 
only f there is a sequence of simple piecewise linear functions converging untformly to 
fin a polynmial speed. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF LEFT NP REAL NUMBERS 
In this section we characterize left r.e. real numbers and left NP real numbers by 
some analytical properties of real functions. 
DEFINITION 5. A set S G [0, I] is recursively open if S = 4 or there exists a 
recursive function 4: N-+ D such that 
(i) for all n EN, #(2n) < #(2n + 1) and 
(ii) S = U,“=, (d(h), 4th + 1)). 
LEMMA 5 [6]. A set S is recursively open I$ and only tf there is a partial 
recursive real function f whose domain is exactly the set S. 
Sketch of the proof: (If) Let M be the oracle Turing machine which computes 
the function f: Then, for each x in S and A(x, 0, M*(l) queries ((n) for only a finite 
number of times. Let n, be the maximum n such that 4(n) is queried by M. Then 
Me(l) = M’(1) for all 0 which agrees with ( on the first n, values. Thus there is a 
small interval (&, J?) such that x E @,Z) c S. By dovetailing over all dyadic numbers 
x, we can see that S is resurvisely open. 
(Only if) Simply let A4 be such that A(0, M@) if w happens to compute some 
number x in @(2n), #(2n + 1)) for some n. So, S is the domain of the function 
computed by M. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 6. A real number x, 0 < x < 1, is left r.e. if and only if (0, x) is recur- 
sively open. (That is, there is a partial recursive function f defined on (0, x).) 
Proof (If) By Definition 5, we know that 
(0, x> = C (@n), @n + 1)) 
?I=0 
for some recursive 4. So, the standard left cut of x is simply 
s= [O,x)f-lD 
= {d E D: (3) q4(2n) < d < #(2n + l)} U {O) 
and it is r.e. 
(Only if) By Lemma 1, we may assume that the standard left cut L, of x is r.e. 
Let 0 < do E L, and w: N + D a total recursive function such that Range w = L,. 
Define a function 4 as follows: 
@n) = 0, 
$Pn + 1) = max{v(n), do} 
Then, it is clear that 
for all n E N. 
@n) < @n + 1) for all n E N 
and 
(0, x) = C (@n), @n + 1)). Q.E.D. 
fl=O 
THEOREM 7. A real number x E [O, l] is left NP time computable if and only if 
there is a polynomial time computable real function f on [0, l] such that x = 
maxIf( Y 15 1% 1 I b 
’ Proof. The “if’ part is shown in [6]. It follows from the existential quantifier 
definition of NP sets. 
We prove the “only if’ part in the following. 
Let x be a real number in [0, l] and B E NP a left cut of x. By the existential 
quantifier characterization of NP sets we know that for all d E B, there is a witness 
edy ledi f AIdI) f or some polynomial p, such that T(d, ed) for some polynomial time 
computable predicate T. We will construct an OTM M which, when y is given as an 
oracle, will decode the initial segment of y to get some pairs (d,, e,),..., (d,, e,), and 
then check, for each i = l,..., m, whether T(di, ei) is true or not. If an e, is found to be 
a witness that d, E B, then A4 outputs the largest such d,. Since the length ] e,] and 
computation time of T(di, ei) are bounded by a polynomial over Idi\, this 
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computation halts in polynomial time. One of the difficulty in the above construction 
is that when two oracles for two real numbers y and z are given, although y is close 
to z in value, the two oraules, may be decoded to two different sets of (di, e,))s and 
hence result in quite different outputs, which fact violates an important property that 
polynomial time computable real functions must be continuous (see Lemma 3). This 
difficulty is overcome by checking T(di, e,)‘s only at some “nice” real numbers and 
carefully filling the gaps between nice real numbers to assure the continuity of the 
functionf: In the following we present a formal proof. 
Assume that B E LC(x) is in NP such that there are polynomials p and q and a 
predicate T such that 
eEBo(3e’ED)[Ie’I=p(lel)&T(e,e’)] 
and 7+(e, e’) can be computed in q(jel) steps. Let 
r(n) = i 2(i + p(i)> for all n > 1. 
i=l 
We now define the “compatible” strings. First define a simple function r: (0, l)* + 
{01, lo}* as follows: 
f(E) = E, r(0) = 01, r(1) = 10, 
and 
f(H) = f(S) r(t) for all s, t E (0, 1)“. 
(DEFINITION 7.1) A finite string s is stable if s E (01, lo}* . {OO}*. 
(DEFINITION 7.2) We inductively define the class of compatible strings (as a 
subclass of the class U,“=, {01, lO}“““* ) and define a function m on all compatible 
strings as follows: 
(i) s = E is compatible, and m(e) = 0. 
(ii) For n > 1, assume that IsI = r(n) and 
r-‘(s) = s,s;s*s; **a sns;, 
where lsij = i and 1s: I = p(i). 
Then s is compatible if 
(a) t = r(s, s; . . . s, --1 sb- i) is compatible, 
(b) T(s,,s;), and 
(c) m(t)-2-“<s,<m(t)+2-“. 
If so, m(s) is defined to be s,. 
The following facts follow immediately from the definition: 
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(LEMMA 7.1) Zf s is compatible and 1 s 1 = r(n), then 
m(s) - 2-” <x. 
(LEMMA 7.2) (a) For a given string s E (0, l}* we can find the longest stable 
initial segment of s in linear time. 
(b) For u given stable string s, we can Jnd the longest compatible initial segment 
s,, of s and get m(s,) in polynomial time. 
(Proof) Condition (a) is obvious. 
(b) If 1 s I< r(n), then /soI < r(n) and s0 can be found by checking conditions (b) 
and (c) in Definition 7.2 at most n times. That is, the computation time is bounded 
by 
(LEMMA 7.3) Zf s, and s, are stable and s, and s1 do not agree at the first 2n 
bits, then 
Is, - $1 > 2-c*“+*). 
(Proof) It is evident from the definition. I 
We now describe an algorithm forf. 
(ALGORITHM) For the given oracle 4 and the input n, find s = #(r(n)). Then 
consider the following cases. 
Case 1. s is stable. 
Find the longest compatible initial segment t of s. If I tl = r(j), j < n, then output 
W(n) = m(t) - 2-j. 
Case 2. s is not stable. 
We define s, and s2 according to the following subcases: 
Subcuse 2.1. s = t, OOt,, where t,OO is the longest stable initial segment of s. 
Let s, = t, OOOk and s, = t, OIOk, where k = j t, /. 
Subcuse 2.2. s = t,Oll It, where t,Ol is the longest stable initial segment of s. 
Let s1 = t,O1(lO)k and s2 = t, 10(OO)k, where k = It2j/2 + 1. 
Subcuse 2.3. s = t,Ol(lO)h 1 It, where t,O1(lO)h is the longest stable initial 
segment of s, and h > 1. 
Let si = t,O1(lO)h+k and s2 = t, 10(OO)h+k, where k= lt21/2 + 1. 
Subcase 2.4. s = (lO)h 1 It, where (lO)h is the longest stable initial segment of 
s and h > 0. 
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Let si=~~=(lO)~+~, wherek=It,1/2+ 1. 
Then compute M’(n) and M*(n) according to case 1. MS(n) is, then, defined as 
follows: In subcases 2.1-2.3, 
(MQ(n) - M”(n))&, - s) = (M”*(n) - M”‘(n))/(s, - sl) (1) 
and, in subcase 2.4, MS(n) = MS’(n). 
output &P(n). 
(End of algorithm) 
We first observe the following facts. 
(LEMMA 7.4) In subcases 2.1-2.3, we have that s, is the largest stable string of 
length r(n) which is less than or equal to s and s, is the smallest stable string of 
length r(n) which is greater than or equal to s. In subcase 2.4, s, is the largest stable 
string of length r(n) which is less than or equal to s. 
(Proof) A case-by-case checking can be carried over easily. 1 
(LEMMA 7.5) Case 1 and subcases 2.1-2.4 exhaust all possible cases. 
(Proof) Let t, be the longest stable initial segment of s. Then t, is either empty or 
ends with 00, 01 or 10. Furthermore, if t, ends with 01 or 10 and s # t,, then 
s = t, 1 It, for some t,. Thus, case 1 and subcases 2.1-2.4 exhaust all possible 
cases. I 
From Lemma 7.5, we know that the algorithm is well defined. 
(LEMMA 7.6) The algorithm. M halts in polynomial time. 
(Proof) Follows immediately from Lemma 7.2. 1 
The only thing left is to show that M actually computes a function f and 
maxf=x. 
(LEMMA 7.7) Zf s, and s, are stable and thej?rst r(j) bits of s, and s2 agree, then 
[M”‘(n) - MQ(n)I Q 2-(jp3). 
(Proof) We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. The longest compatible initial segment t, of s1 is of length < r(j). 
Then t, is also the longest compatible initial segment of s2. So, 
M”(n) = MQ(n). 
Case 2. Not case 1 (i.e., 1 t, I > r(j)). 
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Then t,, the longest compatible initial segment of s,, is also of length > r(j). Let t, 
be the initial segment of t, (and hence of tJ of length exactly r(j). By the definition 
of compatibility, we have 
am- m(t,)l< 2-j + 2-(j+l) + . . . + 2-n < 2-'j-l) 
and similarly 
lm(t,) - m(t,)l < 2-‘j-l’. 
so, 
pf”‘(n) - M”‘(n)l Q 1 m(t, )-m(t,)l +2-j < 2-“-3’. 1 
(LEMMA 7.8) If IsJ = ]tJ = r(n) and (s - tl = 2-‘(“) then 
IM”(n) - M’(n)l < 2-(n-4). 
(Proof) If both s and t are stable, then s and t agree at the first r(n - 1) < 
r(n) - 2 bits and, by Lemma 7.7, we have 
IM”(n)-M’(n)l < 2-((n-‘)-% = 2-O-4). 
If one of them, say, s is not stable, then the computation of MS(n) will go through 
case 2. Let us consider subcases 2.1-2.3 first. In these cases, W(n) is defined by the 
formula (1). Since s, and s2 satisfy the conditions stated in Lema 7.4, we have 
s, < sa, and the computation of M’(n) is similarly defined to be linearly dependent on 
&P(n) and MS*(n). Now assume that s, and s2 agree at the first r(j) bits, j < IZ, but 
not at the first r(j + 1) bits. Consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. j+ 1 <n. 
By Lemma 7.3, 
Is1 _ s21 2 2-(r(j+l)+2) 
and, by Lemma 7.7, 
pf”‘(n) - M”‘(n)l < 2-‘j-3’. 
From the algorithm and the fact that si Q t < s2, we have 
I M”(n) - M’(n)l = 1 W’(n) - M”‘(n)l * Is - t l/l s, - s, 1 
G 2-(j-3) * 2-r(n)/2-(r(i+1)+2) 
< 2-((j-3)+2n-2) 
,< 2p(n-3) 
since r(n) - r( j + 1) > 2n. 
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Case 2. j + 1 = n. 
Then, by Lemma 7.7, 
p!P(n) - iw(n)( Q 2--(n-4) 
so, 
p4”(n) - M’(n)l Q p4s’(n) - M”‘(n)l < 2--(n-4). 
It is left to show the case that the computation of MS(n) goes through subcase 2.4. 
We need only to note that s, is the longest stable initial segment of s and hence of t. 
so, W(n) = w’(n) = M’(n). I 
Since the computation of M’(n) asks only the first r(n) bits of 0, Lemma 7.8 shows 
that M does compute a real function f: 
Now we show that max f = x. 
(LEMMA 7.9) max f < x. 
(Proof) We first claim that MS(n) Q x for all string s of length r(n). 
Now, by way of contradiction, assume that f(y) > x for some y E [0, 11. Let 4 be 
the standard computing function for y. Then 
A4~(‘(nyn) > f(y) - 2 -n for all n E N. 
So, for sufficiently large n (2-” < f(y) - x) we have M,(‘(“))(n) > x and it leads to a 
contradiction. 
It is left to prove the claim. 
If the computation of MS(n) goes through case 2, then M’(n) and MS2(n) for stable 
s, and s2 will be computed and MS(n) is defined to be linearly dependent on Ml(n) 
and M*(n). Also, s, < s < s2. So, 
W(n) < max{M’l(n), M*(n)}. 
Therefore, it suffices to show MS(n) <x for all stable s. 
If s is stable, the algorithm finds the longest compatible initial segment t of s and if 
] t I = r(j), outputs m(t) - 2-j. From the definition of compatibility (condition (b)), 
m(t) E B, and hence m(t) <x + 2-j and MS(n) = m(t) - 2-j <x. I 
(LEMMA 7.10) max f > x. 
(Pmf) Let 4 be the standard computing function for x and t, = O(n). Then 
t, E B and for each n there is an t: such that 
It:, I = p(n) & w, 7 0. 
Define y to be the real number whose (unique) binary representation is 
0 . r(t,) r(t’l) t(t2) t(t’z) *. * . 
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Now, let w be the standard computing function for y. Then, w(r(n)) is compatible 
and M@(n) = t, - 2-” which converges to x. SO,~(JJ) = x. Q.E.D. 
4. COMPLETENESS OF REAL NUMBERS 
Although Theorem 7 provides much information about the maximum value 
problem, its (deterministic) complexity is still not known, The fact that NPR is a 
subclass of NP only suggests that the intractability of the maximum value problem is 
difficult to prove, if provable at all. Stronger evidence must be given in order to 
demonstrate its intractability. One possibility is to show the existence of an NP- 
complete real number. Such an NP-complete real number would also relate the 
maximum value problem to many well-studied NP combinatorial problems. Unfor- 
tunately, in this section, we show that real numbers do not seem to be many-one 
complete in some interesting complexity classes. 
We first consider left r.e. real numbers. From Lemma 1, we may identify a left r.e. 
real number with its standard left cut. In the following we show that an r.e. standard 
left cut is not many-one complete in the class of r.e. sets.’ 
Let (0”) be an enumeration of all partial recursive functions and { W,} the 
associate enumeration of all r.e. sets (i.e., W, = domain 4,). 
DEFINITION 6 [ 131. A set A E D is creative if 
(a) A is r.e. and 
(b) there is a recursive function f (called the productive function for x), such 
that f(n) E x - W, whenever W,, E x 
It is well known that a set if creative if and only if it is many-one complete in the 
class of r.e. sets. 
DEFINITION 7 [ 131. A set A c D is pseudo-creative if 
(a) A is r.e., 
(b) (VB, r.e.) [B GA=> (3C, r.e.) [C is infinite and C GA--B]], and 
(c) A is not creative. 
THEOREM 8. Let L, be the standard left cut of a real number x. If L, is r.e. and 
not recursive then L, is pseudo-creative. 
Proof. We first show condition (b) in Definition 7. 
Assume that B is an r.e. set, B c LX. We claim that 
(3d E D)(Ve E B)[x < d < e]. 
’ It is pointed out by one of the referees that every left r.e. real number x with x 65 D has a many*ne 
complete left cut. 
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We then choose d’ such that x < d’ < d. Then the set C = [d, d] G D is an infinite 
r.e. set and satisfies the condition that C G LX -B. 
All we need is to prove the claim. 
By way of contradiction, assume that 
Then 
(Vd E D)[d > x * (3e E B)[e < d]]. 
L,= (dED:d>x} 
= (d E D: (3e E B)[e < d] }. 
So, LX is an r.e. set since B is r.e. and “0’ is recursive in D. But this implies that L, 
is recursive which contradicts to the assumption. So the claim is proved. 
Now we show that L, is not creative. 
By way of contradiction assume that L, is creative. Then L, is completely creative. 
That is, there is a recursive function w which maps each index of an r.e. set W G D to 
a number in W-LX or LX - W [ 131. Now we consider those sets W of the form 
[d, l]nD. 
By the s - m - n theorem, there is a recursive function s such that 
h&> = 0 if e>d, 
= diverges otherwise, 
or, 
W s(d) = [d 11 no. 
Let 19 = ly o s. Then we have 
and 
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Thus, the recursive predicate B(d) > d determines the membership of d in L, and 
L, is recursive. This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem shows that an NP real number cannot be NP-complete unless 
P = NP. The proof uses the concept of self-reducibility of NP-complete sets [ 2 1. 
Let SAT = {F: F is a satisfiable CNF (conjunctive normal form) boolean formula}. 
It is well known that SAT is NP-complete [3]. 
THEOREM 9. If B E LC(x) for some x and SAT <i B then SAT E P. 
Proof. For a given CNF boolean formula F, we define the nodes of the self- 
reducing tree of F inductively as follows. 
The root of the tree is F. 
For each node F’, if F’ contains no variable, then it is a terminal node. Otherwise, 
let F;’ and Fi be the two children of F’, where Fi (F;) is the formula derived from F’ 
by replacing the leftmost variable in F’ by the value TRUE (FALSE). 
Since the children have at least one variable less than their parents, the depth of the 
self-reducing tree is linearly bounded. Also note that F’ is satisfiable if and only if F; 
or F; is satisfiable. 
We first examine a special case, namely, that SAT 92 L,, where L, is the standard 
left cut of x. 
Assume that SAT <g L, viaf: Also assume that for any nonterminal node F’, F; 
and F; are the two children of F’ such that f(F;) < f(F;). Then 
F’ is satisfiable o F; or F; is satisfiable 
WV’9 EL orf(F;S)~L, 
*f(FI) EL, 
o F; is satisfiable. 
So, by calculating and comparingf(F:) and f(Fi), we can reduce the satisfiability 
question of F’ to that of one of its children. Beginning at the root F, whose length is 
n, we can reduce the satisfiability question of F to that of a terminal node by 
calculating at most 2nf(F’)‘s of which each F’ has length Q n. Therefore SAT E P. 
Note that if, in the above proof, we replace L, by a nonstandard left cut B, then 
VW E B & fW G .W’;)l d oes not necessarily imply [f(F;) E B] unless If( = 
If E)l- 
For instance, let x be l/3 whose binary representation is O.OlOlOl.... Then the 
function 4: N-+ D, defined by 9(2n) = (Ol)“-’ 10 and 4(2n + 1) = (01)” 0, binary 
converges to x. Let B be the corresponding left cut defined by 4. Then 
(01)” 1 < (01)” 10 
but 
(01)” 10 E B & (Ol)n 1 @ B. 
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However, we can overcome this problem by computing moref(F’)‘s and delete F, 
if and only if there exists a node F, which is at the same level as F2 in the tree such 
that f(F,) < f(F,) and If( = ]f(FJ. That is, we prune the tree such that for each 
length of f(F’) there is at most one node of this length left at each level of the tree. 
Since f is polynomial time computable, the number of nodes at each level of the 
pruned tree is bounded by a polynomial p. Also, the depth of the tree is linearly 
bounded. That mean we only need to compute polynomially bounded manyf(F’)‘s to 
find the values of all terminal nodes of the pruned tree. These values can determine 
the satisfiability of the root since F is satisfiable if and only if one of the terminal 
nodes of the self-reducing tree of F is true. 
Thus, the reduction of SAT to a left cut provides us a polynomial time algorithm 
for SAT. Q.E.D. 
Note that in the proof of the above theorem we only used the following property of 
a left cut B: 
P,:[Idl=lel,d<e,eEB]*dEB. 
Also, if we replace the left cut B by a finite collection of k left cuts, the pruned self- 
reducing tree of a formula F only becomes k times bigger (k times more nodes at 
each level of the tree) but is still bounded by a polynomial over the length of F. 
Therefore, we have 
COROLLARY 10. Let B,, B, ,..., B, be any k sets each satisfying the above 
property P,, and let 
B = {(i, d): d E B,, i = l,..., k}. 
Then SAT <“, B unless P = NP. 
The above corollary will be used, in Section 5. 
COROLLARY 11. If B is a left cut of a real number and B is in NP then B is not 
NP-complete unless P = NP. 
A similar result holds for PSPACE. Let B, be the set of all closed quantified 
boolean formulas which are true. B, is PSPACE-complete [ 151. 
THEOREM 12. Zf B, <“, B for some B E LC(x) for some real number x E [0, I] 
then Bw E P. 
Proof. The proof is similar to but a little more complicated than that of 
Theorem 9. 
Assume that f is the polynomial time treduction function of B, to B. 
Let F be a quantified boolean formula. Assume that it is in a form that all its 
quantiers occur to the left of other logical symbols. The self-reducing tree of F can be 
defined as follows. 
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The root of the tree is F. 
Each node F’ of the tree will be of the form G, A G, A ... A G, where each term 
Gj is a formula obtained by replacing some variables in F by constant values TRUE 
or FALSE. 
A node F’ with no quantiers (or, no variables) is a terminal node. A nonterminal 
node F’ may have one or two children according to its leftmost quantier of the 
longest term Gi of F’. (A term Gi of F’ is the longest if it has the largest number of 
quantifiers.) 
Without loss of generality, let G, be the longest term of F’. 
Case 1. F’=(VX)G(X)AG,A.~~AG,. 
Then F’ has only one child: 
G(TRUE) A G(FALSE) A G, A .a- A G,. 
Case 2. F’=(3x)G(x)AG,A...AG,. 
Then F’ has two children: 
and 
G(TRUE)AG,A...AG, 
G(FALSE) A G, A -.a A G,. 
This tree satisfies the following properties: (1) The root F is true if any node F’ in 
the tree is true, and (2) A node F’ = G, A G, A . +a A G, is true if and only if all Gr’s, 
i = l,..., m, are true. Property (2) allows us to control the size of each node F’ by 
deleting “redundant” Gis in F’. (A term Gi is redundant if there exists another term 
Gj in the same node such that If( = If( and f(GJ < f(Gj).) Property (1) 
allows us to control the number of nodes at each level of the tree like in the proof of 
Theorem 9. Therefore, we can prune the tree and obtain a polynomial bound p(n), 
where n = 1 FI, for both the number of nodes at each level of the tree and the size of 
each node in the tree. 
It is left to show that the height of the purned tree is also polynomially bounded. 
First note that if Gi is the longest term of a node F’ then the number of quantiers in 
Gi is reduced by 1 when F’ is reduced to its child(ren). Since the number of terms in 
a node is bounded by p(n), the longest term of the p(n)th level descendants of a node 
F’ must be shorter than that of F’. The total number of quantifiers in F is, of course, 
bounded by n. Thus the height of the pruned tree is bounded by n . p(n). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 13. If B is a left cut of a real number and B is in PSPACE, then B 
is not PSPACE-complete unless P = PSPACE. 
By the similar techniques, we can easily show that the integer factoring problem 
and the graph isomorphism problem are not polynomial time many-one reducible to 
a left cut of a real number unless they are polynomial time solvable. 
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5. PR=NPR? 
In this section we give some other evidence that there are intractable NP real 
numbers. 
Let PS (NPS) denote the class of single-letter languages accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) polynomial time bounded Turing machines. It is noted in [5] that 
there exists a complete set A in NPS and it is unlikely that A E PS. In fact, all 
nondeterministic exponential time computable sets can be simulated by deterministic 
Turing machines in exponential time if PS = NPS. 
THEOREM 14. PR # NPR unless PS = NPS. 
Proof Let A c { 1 }* be any <k-complete set in NPS [5]. Define 
x= 2 (&(l”) + 1) * 2-*“. 
il=l 
We claim that (i) L,, the standard left cut of x, is in NP, and (ii) x 6? PR unless 
AEPS. 
(Proof of (i)). From the definition of x, we know that d E L, if and only if 
(3k < I dl)@, ,***9 i/J 
i, < I dl,..., i, < ldl, 1” E A ,..., lik E A, 
&d < i 2-“‘+ i 2-*” . 
j=l n=1 I 
Since the NP-computability is preserved by polynomial-length-bounded quantifiers, 
we have L, E NP. I 
(Proof of (ii)) Let us assume that x E PR. Then, in p(n) steps for some 
polynomial p, we can find a dyadic number d E D, such that /d - xl < 2-“. Since x 
is defined in such a way that the (2i - 1)st and (2i)th bits are either 01 or 10 for all 
i > 1, ] d - x] < 2-” implies that the first 2n - 3 bits of d are exactly the same as 
those of the standard binary expansion of x. Thus we can determine the membership 
xA( 1”) in p(n + 3) steps. It means that A is polynomial time computable. Q.E.D. 
Remark. We do not know whether the converse of the theorem holds or not. 
After showing that PR # NPR (assuming PS # NPS), it is natural to ask whether 
there are complete elements in NPR. We are unable to answer this question satisfac- 
torily. As a matter of fact, Adleman pointed out that the existence of such a complete 
NP left cut probably depends on the enumerability of NP machines which compute 
left cuts [I]. It is hard to see how we can enumerate these machines and so it is hard 
to find a complete NP left cut. On the other hand, we can recursively enumerate NP 
511/24/l-3 
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non-left-cut machines. So, we can construct a set in NP which is not NP-complete but 
is harder than any NP left cuts, provided P # NP (cf. [ 11). 
THEOREM 15. If P # NP then there exists a set A in NP such that 
(i) SAT <“, A and 
(ii) VB E NP, if B is a left cut then B <“, A. 
ProoJ Let {Mi} and (Ni} be the recursive enumerations of polynomial time deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic Turing machines, respectively. Let L(Mi) and L(N,) 
denote the sets accepted by machines Mi and Ni, respectively. 
First we observe that SAT satisfies the following property [3]: There exists a 
polynomial time computable function f such that Ln[f(i, n)] reduces L(N,) to SAT 
and the “inverse” function g off 
g(x) = (i, n> if f(i, n) = x for some i and n E N 
=o otherwise 
is also polynomial time computable. 
The set A will be a Ladner-like construction (cf. [8, 1 I). We will describe an 
algorithm for A to satisfy the following conditions. 
Czi : Machine M, does not reduce SAT to A. 
c*i+ I ’ If Ni computes a left cut, then 
(f(i, n): n E L(N,)} E A a.e. 
The algorithm tries to satisfy the conditions in the order of C,, C, ,... in the following 
sense: The algorihtm will place strings into A or d at stages. At stage 2i, it begins 
with smallest strings whose memberships are not yet determined and puts these 
strings into x so that A looks like the set 
i-l 
U {f( j, n): Nj computes a left cut and n E L (Nj) }. 
j=1 
By Corollary 10, we know that Mi does not reduce SAT to this set and so Czi can 
eventually be satisfied. At stage 2i + 1, we try to satisfy the condition Czi+, by 
adding f(i, n)‘s into A if N, computes a left cut. 
The algorithm will use deterministic algorithms .for the set SAT and L(N,) (not 
polynomial times ones). Also used are recursive calls of deterministic algorithm for A 
on smaller inputs. 
(ALGORITHM) On input x, Ix] = II, the computation consists of three steps. 
Step 1. (In this step, we try to simulate the history of A and to find out which 
stage we are in.) 
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Perform the following procedure for n moves. 
For i := 0 to co do the following; 
Lety=o; 
1: Deterministically simulate SAT on y; 
Compute z = Mi( y); 
Deterministically simulate A on z; 
If(yESAT&zEA)or(y&SAT&z@A)thentrythenextyandgoto 1 
(else the condition CZi has been satisfied, try the next i.) 
Let j be the least number such that Czi is not known to be satisfied in n moves. 
Remark. Since the above procedure will be performed for only n moves, any 
simulation of the algorithm A must be on some input z of length shorter than x. 
Therefore, this tep is well defined. 
Step 2. (We try to eliminate the machine Nts which do not compute left cuts.) 
For each of k = 0, l,..., j- 1, perform the following for n moves. 
For lg = 1 to co do the following; 
Search for strings s, I of length lg such that s < t but s 6!Z L(N,J and 
t E L(N,); (Deterministically simulate N on s and t.) 
If such a pair of s and t is found then cancel this k and try next k, else try 
the next Ig; 
Let S, = {k: k < j and k is not cancelled in the above}. 
Step 3. 
Compute g(x); 
If g(x) = (i, m) f or some i E S, then accept x iff x E SAT (Nondeterministically 
simulate SAT on x) else reject x; 
(End of Algorithm) 
It is obvious that the algorithm provides a polynomial time reduction of A to SAT. 
Thus A E NP. 
To see that SAT <“, A, we assume, by way of contradiction, that Mj reduces SAT 
to A. Then, from the construction, we know that there exists a number x,, such that 
(i) CzI)s, i < j, are satisfied and can be checked in lx,, moves, and 
(ii) for every i < j such that 
(3, t)[lsl = ItI, s < t, s @ L(N,) & f E L(N,)]. 
i will be cancelled in lx01 moves. 
Thus for sufficiently large x (x > x0), we have 
xESAToMj(x)EA 
o g(M,(x)) = (i, w) for some string 
w E L(Nj) and i E S, = SXo. 
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Or, SAT is polynomial time reducible to the set 
((i, w): i E Sxo, w E L(N,)} via g 0 M,. 
By Corollary 10, it contradicts our hypothesis that P # NP. 
Finally, we show that if B is a left cut in NP, then B <i A. Assume that B is 
computed by machine Ni, then i will never be cancelled. Therefore, for sufftciently 





6. OPEN QUESTIONS 
We list two interesting questions: 
1. The intractability of many important numerical problems is unknown. Among 
them, the numerical integration problem is known to be polynomial space computable 
[6] but not known to be polynomial time computable. We feel that the demontration 
of its intractability (probably by relating them to, say, single-letter PSPACE sets) is 
important and interesting to numerical analysts as well as theoreticians. 
2. In Section 4, we demonstrated the incompleteness of the left cuts of real 
numbers. Can this result be generalized to a bigger class of sets? Note that recently 
Mahaney [9] showed that if a set is polynomial time many-one reducible to a sparse 
set then is not NP-complete unless P = NP. Our proof of Theorem 9 seems to suggest 
that a weaker condition may sufftce to show the incompleteness. 
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